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We derive conservation laws from symmetry operations using the principle of least 14 
action. These derivations, which are examples of Noether’s theorem, require only 15 
elementary calculus. They help provide physical understanding of the relation be-16 
tween symmetry and fundamental mechanics for introductory university physics stu-17 
dents. We extend these arguments to the transformation of coordinates due to uniform 18 
motion to show that a symmetry argument applies more elegantly to the Lorentz 19 
transformation than to the Galilean transformation.  20 

 21 
 22 

I. INTRODUCTION 23 
It is increasingly clear that the symmetry group of nature is the deepest thing that we un-24 

derstand about nature today. 25 
Steven Weinberg1 26 

 27 
Many of us have heard statements like: For each symmetry operation there is a corre-28 

sponding conservation law. The conservation of momentum is related to the homogeneity of 29 
space. Invariance under translation in time means that law of conservation of energy is valid. 30 
Such statements come from one of the most amazing and useful theorems in physics, called 31 
Noether’s theorem.   32 

When the German mathematician Emmy Noether proved her theorem in 19182,3, she un-33 
covered the most fundamental justification for conservation laws. Her theorem tells us that 34 
conservation laws follow from the symmetry properties of nature. Symmetries (called princi-35 
ples of simplicity by Weinberg1) can be regarded as a way of stating the deepest properties of 36 
nature. Modern physics uses symmetries to limit the possible forms of new physical laws. 37 
However, that deep connection between symmetry and conservation laws requires the exis-38 
tence of a minimum principle in nature - the principle of least action. In classical theoretical 39 
mechanics, symmetry arguments are developed using high-level mathematics. On the other 40 
hand, corresponding physical ideas are often much easier than mathematical ones. In this pa-41 
per we give an elementary introduction to and explanation of the relation between symmetry 42 
arguments and conservation laws, as mediated by the principle of least action. We shall use 43 
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only elementary calculus, so that considerations described in the paper can be used in intro-1 
ductory university physics classes. 2 

 3 
What does symmetry mean? Feynman offers a simple description of that concept in his lec-4 

tures on physics: 4  5 
 6 
Professor Hermann Weyl has given this definition of symmetry: a thing is symmetrical if one can 7 

subject it to a certain operation and it appears exactly the same after the operation. For instance, if 8 
we look at a vase that is left-and-right symmetrical, then turn it 180° around the vertical axis, it 9 
looks the same.  10 

 11 
Like Feynman, we will concentrate on symmetry in physical laws. The question is: What 12 

can be done to a physical law so that this law remains the same? Noether's theorem derives 13 
conservation laws from symmetries under the assumption that the principle of least action is 14 
the basic law that governs the motion of a particle in classical mechanics. This principle can 15 
be phrased as follows: “The action is a minimum for the path (worldline) taken by the parti-16 
cle.”5 This leads to the reformulation of our basic question about symmetry: What changes 17 
can we make in the worldline that do not lead to changes in either the magnitude or the form 18 
of the action?  19 

In this paper we explore and apply symmetry operations to the action along an infinitesi-20 
mally small path segment. Since action is additive, conclusions reached about a path segment 21 
apply to the entire path. The simplest examples of symmetry show the independence of the 22 
action on the difference in some quantity such as position, time, or angle6. When such a sym-23 
metry exists, then Noether’s theorem tells us that a physical quantity corresponding to this 24 
symmetry is a constant of the motion7 which does not change along the entire path of the par-25 
ticle. This implies a conservation law, which we then need to identify.  26 

 The following Section II briefly describes computer software that helps students study ac-27 
tion and its connection to conservation laws. Section III analyzes four cases of the symmetry 28 
operations: translation in space and time, rotation through a fixed angle and symmetry under 29 
uniform linear motion, namely the Galilean transformation. The first three symmetries lead to 30 
three central conservation laws – momentum, energy, and angular momentum. The final Sec-31 
tion IV extends the analysis to symmetry in relativity, showing that these conservation laws 32 
exist in that realm. Moreover, in the case of uniform linear motion the symmetry argument 33 
applies more elegantly to the Lorentz transformation than to the Galilean transformation.  34 

 In the following we often talk about variations of the action. Consistent with standard prac-35 
tice, these variations are taken to first order only. To keep the arguments simple we also as-36 
sume that the particle's invariant mass m ("rest mass") does not change during the motion to 37 
be studied. 38 
 39 
II. COMPUTER SOFTWARE  40 
 41 
Start with a well-known definition of action for a particle of mass m that moves from some 42 
initial position at time t1 to some final position at time t2: 43 
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or equivalently  3 
S = (KEav – PEav) (t2 – t1)                    (1b) 4 

 5 
Here KEav denotes the time average kinetic energy, PEav the time average potential energy 6 
between t1 and t2. We use double letters KE and PE as symbols for kinetic and potential ener-7 
gies respectively, since they are more mnemonic than the traditional symbols T and V. 8 
  9 

 10 
 11 
Figure 1. Software helps students to study the action along a worldline for a particle moving vertically in a gravi-12 
tational field (as shown) or in other conservative potentials. The user clicks on events to create a worldline and 13 
then drags the event-dots to minimize the action S, which the computer continuously calculates and displays. The 14 
computer also displays a table of energy, momentum or other quantities that demonstrate conservation of these 15 
quantities. Students discover that for the worldline of minimum action, momentum is conserved for the motion of 16 
a free particle and that in a gravitational field total energy is conserved. 17 

 18 
 Action is not a familiar quantity8 for many students, so we employ an interactive computer 19 
program9 to help them develop an intuition about action and the principle of least action. Us-20 
ing an interactive computer display, the student can not only explore the operation of the prin-21 
ciple of least action works but also demonstrate in specific cases the relation between this 22 
principle and conservation laws (Figure 1). In carrying out this manipulation, the student natu-23 
rally and immediately works with the central concepts worldline (a graph of time dependence 24 
of particle’s position) and event (a point on a worldline). Unlike the path (trajectory in space), 25 
the worldline specifies completely the motion of a particle. As background in the symmetry 26 
properties of nature, students read a selection from Richard Feynman's The Character of 27 
Physical Law.10  28 
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III. SYMMETRY AND CONSERVATION LAWS  1 
      IN NEWTONIAN MECHANICS 2 
 3 
A. Translation in space  4 

First examine symmetry related to translation in space. We carry out an experiment at some 5 
location and then repeat the same experiment with identical equipment at another location. 6 
We expect the results of the two experiments to be the same (assuming we are not making 7 
astronomical observations). So the physical laws should be symmetrical with respect to space 8 
translation. 9 

 As a simple example, consider the action of a free particle (in zero potential or uniform 10 
potential) moving along x-axis between two events 1 [t1, x1] and 2 [t2, x2] infinitesimally close 11 
to one another along its worldline. Since the worldline section is considered as straight, the 12 
particle moves at constant velocity  v = (x2 − x1)/(t2 − t1) and therefore with a constant kinetic 13 
energy (1/2)mv2. According to (1b) the expression for action along this straight segment in 14 
zero potential is: 15 

 16 
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 18 
If we change the positions of both observed events through a fixed displacement a, the ac-19 

tion remains unchanged (invariant), because the value of the action depends only on the dif-20 
ference between positions: 1212 )( xxaxax −=+−+ . The principle of least action, the law 21 
governing the motion of this particle, is symmetrical with respect to a fixed displacement of 22 
position. Noether’s theorem implies that this symmetry is connected with some conservation 23 
law. In the following subsections we demonstrate that the conservation law related to symme-24 
try under space translation is the conservation of momentum.  25 

 26 
1. PRINCIPLE OF LEAST ACTION AND MOMENTUM 27 
 Think of the motion of a free particle along x-axis. To explore the connection between the 28 
principle of least action and the conservation of momentum, we take advantage of the additive 29 
property of action to require that the action along an arbitrary infinitesimal section of the true 30 
worldline have a minimal value.11 Thus we consider three successive infinitesimally close 31 
events, 1, 2, and 3 on the particle’s worldline and approximate a real worldline by two con-32 
nected straight segments, A and B (Fig. 2).  33 
 34 
 Because we are considering translation in space, we fix the first and last events 1 and 3 and 35 
change the space coordinate x2 of the middle event 2 so as to minimize the value of the total 36 
action S. This minimum condition corresponds to a zero value of the derivative of S with re-37 
spect to x2:  38 

                                                             0
2

=
x
S

d
d                         (3) 39 
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 1 
 2 
Figure 2. Segment of the worldline of a particle that passes through three infinitesimally close events, for which 3 
every smooth curve can be approximated by two connected straight segments.  4 
 5 
 6 
Since action is an additive quantity, we can write that total action equals sum of actions for 7 
segment A and B, so S = S(A) + S(B). Using (2), we write for the total action S: 8 
  9 
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 11 
Carrying out on (4) the derivative indicated in (3), we derive the condition: 12 
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tt
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−
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The expression on the left side of Eq. (5) is the momentum pA for segment A while the expres-14 
sion on the right side is the momentum pB for segment B, so BA pp = . Now we could con-15 
tinue and add other segments C, D, E.... to cover the whole worldline that describes particle 16 
motion. For all these segments the momentum will have the same value, which yields the con-17 
servation law of momentum. The action for this free particle depends only on the change of 18 
the coordinate x and the result of this dependence is the conservation of the particle’s momen-19 
tum. 20 

However, the derivation of this section uses only the displacement of one event on the 21 
worldline. Therefore we have not yet demonstrated the relation between the conservation of 22 
momentum and the symmetry of translation in space in which all three events are displaced.  23 
 24 
2. SYMMETRY AND THE CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM  25 

Now we show the straightforward relationship between the symmetry of translation in 26 
space and conservation of momentum, one consequence of Noether’s theorem mediated by the 27 
principle of least action. 28 

 29 
Again consider three infinitesimally close events on the actual worldline x(t) of a free parti-30 

cle shown in Figure 3. (Extension to the entire worldline will be discussed later.) 31 
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 1 

 2 
 3 

Figure 3. Three infinitesimally close events 1, 2, 3 on the actual worldline. We shift this worldline through a 4 
fixed infinitesimal displacement a. An arbitrary displacement can be composed from a sequence of such infini-5 
tesimal displacements. 6 
  7 
 Under translation in space we shift the worldline x(t) so that every event changes position 8 
by a fixed infinitesimal x-displacement a. These new events create a shifted worldline which 9 
we indicate with an asterisk: x*(t). As pointed out earlier, the form of the action for x*(t) re-10 
mains unchanged and does not depend on the parameter a. Thus the change in action with 11 
respect to displacement a is always zero: 12 
 13 

0)123()321( *** ≡−≡∆ SSSa             (6) 14 
 15 

Notice that the worldline x*(t) is just as valid as the original one. Therefore the worldline x*(t) 16 
also obeys the principle of least action. In translating from x(t) to x*(t) we do not need to shift 17 
all events simultaneously. The same effect is obtained if we first change the position of event 18 
1 (see Fig. 3; only coordinate x1 changes, which creates the worldline 1*23), then event 3 19 
(only x3 changes, which creates 1*23*) and finally event 2 (only x2 changes, which creates 20 
1*2*3*). The total change in action for displacement a can be written as: 21 
 22 

*** 223311 →→→ ∆+∆+∆=∆ SSSSa         (7) 23 
 24 

where *** 223311 ,, →→→ ∆∆∆ SSS denote the given changes in action after shifts in the corre-25 
sponding events.  26 
 But equation (6) tells us that ∆aS is always zero. The final change ∆S2→2* must also be zero, 27 
from the principle of least action applied to the new worldline. Hence Eqs. (6) and (7) give: 28 
 29 

      ** 3311 →→ ∆=∆− SS      (8) 30 
 31 

If we now calculate the changes in action in (8), we obtain the conservation law of momen-32 
tum. Because the displacement a is infinitesimal, one can write: 33 
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 1 

     a
x
SSSS
1

*
11 )123()231(* d

d=−≡∆ →                (9a) 2 

      a
x
SSSS
3

***
33 )231()231(* d

d=−≡∆ →            (9b) 3 

 4 
After substituting (9a), (9b) to (8) and using the fact that the fixed infinitesimal displacement 5 
a is arbitrary, we have12: 6 

                            
31 x

S
x
S

d
d

d
d =−                            (10) 7 

Applying the derivatives in (10) to the expression for action in equation (4) yields the identi-8 
cal result for a free particle as (5), but this time as a result of space translation of the entire 9 
incremental worldline segment. Then the left side of (10) can also be interpreted as the mo-10 
mentum at event 1 and the right side as momentum at event 3. 11 
 12 
 The preceding consideration can be applied to the entire worldline x(t). We did not specify 13 
the location of the segments A and B. Therefore an arbitrary number of additional segments 14 
can be added between them. Then we shift segments as before (Figure 4). By the same analy-15 
sis we conclude that the momentum for segment A (effectively the momentum at event 1) has 16 
the same value as for segment B (effectively at event 3). This means that the value of the mo-17 
mentum remains constant at every event on the worldline. Result: In classical mechanics, the 18 
symmetry of translation in space means that for a free particle momentum is conserved. 19 
 20 
 21 
 22 
 23 
 24 
 25 
 26 
 27 
 28 
 29 
 30 
 31 
 32 
 33 
 34 
Figure 4. Following the same analysis as before, we conclude that the momentum at event 1 is the same as at 35 
event 3. The events 1 and 3 can be chosen arbitrarily. This implies the same value of momentum along the whole 36 
worldline of the moving object. 37 
 38 
Summary: 39 
The invariance of the action with respect to translation in space is called the homogeneity of 40 
space, which means that all points in space are equivalent as the origin of our reference frame. 41 
In other words, it does not matter where an experiment is carried out.  42 
The momentum conservation law results from space homogeneity. 43 
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B. Translation in time  1 
It is easy to envision the symmetry related to translation in time. We believe that exactly 2 

repeating an experiment on identical initial systems yields the same result when the two ex-3 
periments are separated by a lapse of time. Our conclusion is that physical laws should not 4 
change with translation in time.  5 

 6 
Again we show mathematically the relation of translation-in-time symmetry to a relevant 7 

conservation law, our second consequence of Noether’s theorem. Start with an expression for 8 
the action of a particle moving in x-direction along an infinitesimally small worldline segment 9 
in the conservative potential field described by PE(x). Similarly as above (Sec. IIIA) the action 10 
for this segment can be written (according to Eq.(1b)) as 11 

 12 

                )(
2)(
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12
21
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12 ttxx
tt
xxmS −





 +

−
−

−
= PEsegmentfor                    (11) 13 

 14 
where the potential energy is evaluated at the average position along the segment. Now trans-15 
late time t through a value τ. It is easy to see that the action will not change, since only the 16 
difference of time appears in the equation for action: 1212 )( tttt −=τ+−τ+ . So the action of 17 
the particle is symmetrical with respect to a fixed displacement of time t. What conservation 18 
law is related to this time symmetry? We will show that it is the conservation of energy.  19 
 20 

Follow the same line of reasoning as in the case of translation in space, but in this case fix 21 
all position and time coordinates with the exception of t2. Think of a particle that moves along 22 
x-axis in a potential field with potential energy PE(x). To simplify the algebra, denote space 23 
and time differences by:  24 
 25 

                                           
2312

2312

tttttt
xxxxxx

BA

BA

−=∆−=∆
−=∆−=∆

  ;     
  ;  

                 (12) 26 

 27 
According to (11) and (12), the values of actions S(A) and S(B) for segments A and B are equal  28 

       A
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                                       B
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The principle of least action leads to the following condition for total action S: 31 
 32 
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 34 
After substituting Eqs. (13) to Eq. (14), differentiating, and rearranging, we obtain: 35 
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 3 
The expressions on both sides of (15) are sums of average kinetic and potential energies. In 4 
the case of infinitesimally close events, this equation (15) gives equality for instantaneous 5 
values BBAA mvmv PEPE +=+ 22 )2/1()2/1( . Equation (15) expresses the conservation of me-6 
chanical energy.  7 

 Next we carry out an argument that translates all three times t1, t2, and t3 by the same in-8 
crement τ, similar to the way we translated positions for the momentum case.  Equations (7) 9 
and (8) apply to the present case as well, and also equations (9) when the derivatives are taken 10 
with respect to time rather than position. This leads to an equation similar to (10): 11 
 12 

31 t
S

t
S

d
d

d
d =−                    (16) 13 

 14 
which yields to the equation (15) multiplied by (−1). We again obtained the conservation of 15 
energy, but this time as a result of the symmetry under time translation. For infinitesimally 16 
close events, the left side of (16) can also be interpreted as minus the total energy at event 1 17 
and the right side as minus the energy at event 3. Energy is a constant of the motion for the 18 
entire worldline x(t). The result: the symmetry of translation in time means conservation of 19 
energy.  20 
 21 
Summary: 22 
The invariance of action with displacement in time is called the homogeneity of time, which 23 
means that all times can equally be taken as origins for measuring time. Experimentally it 24 
does not matter when an experiment was carried out. Similar to the case of space, we say that 25 
the conservation law of energy of a system results from the homogeneity of time. 26 
 27 
C. Rotation through a fixed angle 28 

We now trace the consequences of another symmetry, symmetry under rotation in space. If 29 
we rotate an experimental setup through a fixed angle, the experiment will yield the same re-30 
sult. If this symmetry were not true, a laboratory in New York would not be able to verify 31 
what is measured in another laboratory in Los Angeles. Indeed, repeating the experiment in 32 
New York must lead to the same results as the earth rotates (again assuming that one is not 33 
making astronomical observations). So physical laws should remain invariant with respect to 34 
rotation.  35 

Deploy polar coordinates to determine what conservation law corresponds to this symmetry 36 
and consider planar motion of a particle in a spherically symmetric potential field of energy 37 
PE(r). As before, take the expression for the action along the infinitesimal segment.  38 

Definition (1b) shows that the action is equal to:  39 
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avsegmentfor  PE               (17) 1 

 2 
The increment ∆s is the length of a path segment traveled by the particle during the time inter-3 
val ∆t and rav is an average position of the particle on that segment. 4 

Consider three infinitesimally close points on the real path of a particle and approximate 5 
the real path by a once-broken line consisting of two infinitesimally small segments A and B 6 
(Figure 5). (In this case we do not display a worldline because this requires curves in three-7 
dimensional spacetime.)  8 

 9 
Fig.5  Path segment of planar motion with three infinitesimally close points whose positions are described by 10 
polar coordinates. The radius  rA is the average position coordinate of particle on segment A, and rB on segment 11 
B. All coordinates of points 1, 2, 3 are fixed with the exception of the angle coordinate ϕ2, which we vary to 12 
satisfy the principle of least action. 13 

 14 
To find the required expression for the action in polar coordinates, use the Pythagorean 15 

theorem. Infinitesimal lengths ∆sA and ∆sB of segments A and B are  16 
 17 
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where 19 
12 rrrA −=∆     and  12 ϕ−ϕ=ϕ∆ A  20 

 23 rrrB −=∆     and   23 ϕ−ϕ=ϕ∆ B . 21 
 22 
Substitute (18) into (17) to find values of the action for segments A, B: 23 
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Once again, note that the action for these two segments depends only on the difference in 1 
ϕ-coordinate, and not on the ϕ-coordinate itself. As before, we conclude that neither S(A) nor 2 
S(B) will change as we increase all ϕ-coordinates by a fixed angle Φ, since 3 

1212 )( ϕ−ϕ=Φ+ϕ−Φ+ϕ . As a result, the law of the motion of the particle is symmetrical 4 
with respect to a fixed change in angle ϕ. The conservation of angular momentum results from 5 
this symmetry, derived as follows.  6 
 7 
The condition of least action S is expressed as: 8 

 9 

       [ ] 0
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d BSASS               (20) 10 

 11 
After substituting (19a) and (19b) into (20), differentiating and some rearranging we obtain: 12 
 13 
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t
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∆
ϕ∆ 22

                  (21) 14 

 15 
Equation (21) represents the conservation law of a quantity that is called angular momen-16 

tum L, so BA LL = . We know the change in angle per second as angular velocity ω. Thus the 17 
equation (21) can be expressed as BBAA mrmr ω=ω 22 . 18 

 19 
 By carrying through a derivation similar to those of previous cases of translations in space 20 
and time, we obtain the equation  21 

                  
31 ϕ

=
ϕ

−
d
d

d
d SS                        (22) 22 

 23 
which immediately provides the conservation of angular momentum (21). Moreover the left 24 
side of (22) can be interpreted as the angular momentum at point 1 and the right side as the 25 
angular momentum at point 3. Angular momentum is also conserved for the entire path. The 26 
result: symmetry under rotation through a fixed angle implies conservation of angular 27 
momentum.  28 
 29 
Summary: 30 
Angular momentum is a constant of the motion. The condition that physical laws remain in-31 
variant with respect to rotation through a fixed angle is called the isotropy of space. In other 32 
words space has the same properties in every direction. Conservation of angular momentum 33 
results from the isotropy of space. 34 
 35 
 36 
D. Galilean transformation 37 
 Finally, we present a simple example that deals with an interesting and very important sym-38 
metry — the symmetry under uniform linear motion. In classical mechanics it is known as 39 
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12 

Galileo’s principle of relativity, and all classical laws are invariant under this symmetry. For 1 
example the uniform motion of a spacecraft does not affect results of any experiment carried 2 
out in this spaceship. Express Galilean relativity formally as follows: The laws of classical 3 
mechanics are invariant under a Galilean transformation. We will be surprised to learn that 4 
the classical action is not invariant under a Galilean transformation. 5 

 Consider again a free particle moving along x-axis between closely adjacent events 1 and 2 6 
as observed in a laboratory frame. In this frame the action for the particle takes the form (2): 7 
 8 

12

2
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2
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tt
xxmS

−
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=segmentfor                   (23a) 9 

 10 
The (slowly-moving) rocket observer calculates the rocket action given by the same equation   11 
 12 

12

2
12 )(

2
1

tt
xxmS

′−′
′−′

=′ segmentfor                    (23b) 13 

 14 
(Here we use primes for rocket coordinates, not for the derivative.) Now suppose that the 15 
principle of least action S in the laboratory frame gives the correct laws of motion. The ques-16 
tion is, will the principle of least action S´ for the rocket also give the same correct laws of 17 
motion for the laboratory frame?  18 
 19 
 Assume the validity of the classical Newtonian mechanics and use the Galilean transforma-20 
tion for coordinates 21 

              
tt

tvxx rel

=′
−=′

    ,          (24) 22 

 23 
where vrel is the rocket velocity with respect to the laboratory. Apply the transformation (24) 24 
to Eq. (23b) to obtain the action S for the laboratory frame: 25 
 26 
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=′ segmentfor       (25) 27 

 28 
Which is not the same as Eq. (23a).  The action is not invariant under the Galilean transforma-29 
tion with uniform velocity in a straight line. It might look like there are two different laws of 30 
motion for one object, but according to Galileo’s principle of relativity this conclusion is non-31 
sense. Which action, S or S´, governs the motion of the particle? Or is the Galilean 32 
transformation incorrect? According to Appendix A everything is all right. The two actions 33 
S and S´ differ by function that depends only on the coordinates of a given event 34 

tmvmxvtxF relrel
2

2
1),( +−= , so mechanical laws are the same as determined by using S as 35 

they are by using S´. 36 
 37 
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 Using a slightly more general and complicated consideration13 but very similar to that em-1 
ployed multiple times above, we can demonstrate that a corresponding conservation law to 2 
Galilean transformation is related to uniform motion of the center of mass.    3 
 4 
 5 
IV. SYMMETRY AND CONSERVATION LAWS  6 
      IN RELATIVITY 7 
       8 
 A. Action in Relativity 9 
 We have shown that the classical action is, paradoxically, not symmetrical with respect to 10 
uniform linear motion, but all laws of motion remain unchanged under a Galilean transforma-11 
tion. We believe that this asymmetry for the principle of least action is not accidental, but 12 
rather results from the fact that the Galilean transformation and Newton’s laws are only ap-13 
proximate laws of motion. Symmetry under uniform linear motion is a basic assumption of 14 
Einstein’s special relativity. 15 
 16 
 Consider the same free particle as before, but now use the special theory of relativity. The 17 
action for linear segment between 1 and 2 has the form:14 18 
 19 

         t
c
vmcS ∆





−−=

21

2

2
2 1segmentfor                         (26) 20 

where ∆t = t1 – t2 and 
12

12

tt
xx

v
−
−

=  is the particle's speed.  21 

It can be seen from the expression (26) for the action that Newtonian mechanics is the special 22 
case of relativistic mechanics in the low-velocity limit (v << c):  23 
 24 
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 26 
According to appendix A, taking tmctxF 2),( −= , the expression (27) for the action will then 27 
give the same laws of motion for a free particle as classical Newtonian action (2). 28 
 29 
B. Lorentz transformation 30 
 Now we outline the symmetry argument connected to the relativistic Lorentz transforma-31 
tion: 32 
 33 
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  where ( ) 21211 relv−=γ        (28) 34 
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Express the action (26) along a segment of the worldline using the same unit for space and 1 
time (c = 1). 2 

[ ] 2/12
12

2
12 )()( xxttmS −−−−=segmentfor            (29) 3 

 4 
The expression in the square root is the particle’s proper time (wristwatch time) between the 5 
two events, which is easily verified to be an invariant under the Lorentz transformation. Hence 6 
the relativistic action is symmetrical under transformation connected with uniform linear mo-7 
tion. 8 

Noether’s theorem can be used also in relativity. The same procedure as in paragraphs III.A 9 
(translation in space), III.B (translation in time) and III.C (rotation through a fixed angle) can 10 
be repeated also in special relativity, which yields the laws of conservation of relativistic en-11 
ergy, momentum and angular momentum: 12 

const

const

const

2
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==
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icrelativist

icrelativist

Lmr
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             (30)           13 

where ∆τ is the particle’s proper time. As for the Lorentz transformation, there also exists 14 
corresponding conservation law, but its derivation goes beyond the scope of this paper.15 15 

We see that the theory of relativity eliminates the asymmetry of the action under transla-16 
tion. The invariance of the action under all the transformations we have considered makes the 17 
theory of relativity a more beautiful and elegant theory than the Newtonian theory of classical 18 
mechanics. 19 

If one finds the right expression for the action (or proper time), the constants of motion can 20 
be derived also in the field of general relativity without complicated or advanced mathemat-21 
ics.16 22 
 23 
V. SUMMARY 24 
   25 

We have presented the connection between symmetries and conservation laws provided by 26 
Noether’s theorem using only elementary calculus. This approach can be used in first year 27 
university physics to help familiarize students with the powerful consequences of symmetry in 28 
the physical world. In addition, students can see a unified and systematic approach to all con-29 
servation laws, mediated by Noether’s theorem and the powerful principle of least action.  30 

All our presented considerations can be easily generalized to three-dimensional case. We 31 
have to note that all symmetries in this paper are one-parameter transformations, which pro-32 
vide central conservation laws using the most common form of Noether’s theorem related to 33 
invariance of Lagrangian (see appendix B). Finally, reference 19 and pedagogically adapted 34 
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references 17, 18 give clear, elegant and more mathematically precise (but more mathemati-1 
cally oriented) applications of Noether’s theorem to particle dynamics. 2 
 3 
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 13 
APPENDIX 14 
 15 
A. Addition of certain terms to the action  16 
     has no effect on the laws of motion 17 

Think of two expressions for the action S(12) and S*(12) for a given worldline between any 18 
two events 1 and 2 in spacetime. Suppose that these two expressions are related to each other 19 
in the following way: 20 

S*(12) = S(12) + F(2) – F(1)                 (31) 21 

where F is an arbitrary function that depends only on the space and time coordinates of a 22 
given event. For example F(1) is the value of  F at the event 1. Then the conservation laws or 23 
mechanical laws are the same for both forms of action. Why?  24 
 25 
 Answer this question by repeating the same procedure as for earlier symmetries, starting 26 
with three events 1, 2, 3. Applying (31) we get following equations relating action S and S* for 27 
segment 1-2 and 2-3 :    28 

)1()2()12()12( * FFSS −+=               (32a) 29 
 )2()3()23()23(* FFSS −+=              (32b) 30 

The total action S*(123) is the sum of (32a) and (32b): 31 

)1()3()123()123( FFSS* −+=           (33) 32 

   The two total actions S* and S in Eq. (33) differ only in the difference in F at the fixed 33 
events 3 and 1. If we change space or time coordinate (generally u2) of the middle event 2, this 34 
difference remains constant. So the minima of S and S* yield the same position of event 2, or 35 
in other words the first derivatives of S and S* with respect to u2 are the same (all other vari-36 
ables being fixed): 37 
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According to Eq. (34) the principle of least action for S and S* gives the same particle’s path. 1 
The laws of motion are unchanged if an additive constant (the difference in an arbitrary func-2 
tion between final position and initial position of a particle) is added to its action.21 3 
 4 
B. Noether's theorem and the Lagrangian 5 

Noether’s theorem determines the connection between constants of the motion and condi-6 
tions of invariance of the action under different kinds of symmetry. The function KE – PE in 7 
Newtonian mechanics is called the Lagrange function or in short the Lagrangian and given by 8 
the symbol L (sometimes a script L). So we can write (1a or 1b)  S for segment ≡  ∆S  = L . ∆t  (do 9 
not confuse the symbol L for the action with the symbol L for angular momentum used in Sec. 10 
III.C). If we discuss symmetry transformations such that time is transformed identically: t* = t 11 
or transformations involving a uniform time translation: t* = t + τ, where ∆t=∆t*, then the in-12 
variance of the Lagrangian implies the invariance of the action. Therefore most physical text-13 
books use the following form of Noether’s theorem: For each symmetry of the Langrangian, 14 
there is a conserved quantity. 15 
 16 
 17 
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 1 
7Every quantity that depends on position coordinates and velocities and whose value does not 2 
change along actual trajectories is called constant of motion. 3 
 4 
8We recommend to follow and use a more detailed described procedure for introducing action 5 
in our paper J. Hanc, S. Tuleja and M. Hancova, “Simple derivation of Newtonian mechanics 6 
from the principle of least action” (accepted in AJP, October 2002) 7 
 8 
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O´Meara, and N. S. Thornber, "Teaching Feynman’s Sum Over Paths Quantum Theory, 10 
Comp. Phys. 12 (2), 190-199, 1998 or E. F. Taylor: Demystifying Quantum Mechanics, work-11 
book for his course Boundaries of Nature; see his web site http://www.eftaylor.com. Our soft-12 
ware is based on Taylor’s software. 13 

10R. P. Feynman, The Character of Physical Law, (Random House, Inc. New York 1994, 14 
ISBN 0-679-60127-9), Chapter 4 15 

11Reference 4, Vol.II, Chapter 19, p. 19-8 or more detailed in Ref. 8 16 
 17 
12Strictly speaking, in these and the following cases we should use the more traditional nota-18 
tion of partial instead of total derivative. But in all cases it is clear which coordinates are vari-19 
able and which are fixed.  20 
 21 
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rem dealing with invariance of action up to an additive constant which gives conservation of 23 
motion of the center of mass in the case of Galilean transformation (see Ref. 19 or 17). It can 24 
be also found at our website (see Ref. 20). 25 
  26 
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invariance of mass that is used by E. F. Taylor and J. A. Wheeler in their book Spacetime 28 
Physics: Introduction to Special Relativity, W H Freeman & Co.; ISBN: 0716723271, second 29 
edition, 1992 30 
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 36 
16E. F. Taylor and J. A. Wheeler, Exploring Black Holes: An Introduction to General Relativ-37 
ity, (Addison Wesley Longman, 2000, ISBN 0-201-38423-X), Chapter 1 and 4; see 38 
http://www.eftaylor.com; The authors use a very similar, easy and effective variational 39 
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